Deep models are getting a wide interest in recent NLP and IR stateof-the-art. Among the proposed models, position-based models and attention-based models take into account the word position in the text, in the former, and the importance of a word among other words in the latter. The positional information are some of the important features that help text representation learning. However, the importance of a given word among others in a given text, which is an important aspect in text matching, is not considered in positional features. In this paper, we propose a model that combines position-based representation learning approach with the attention-based weighting process. The latter learns an importance coefficient for each word of the input text. We propose an extension of a position-based model MV-LSTM with an attention layer, allowing a parameterizable architecture. We believe that when the model is aware of both word position and importance, the learned representations will get more relevant features for the matching process. Our model, namely aMV-LSTM, learns the attention based coefficients to weight words of the different input sentences, before computing their position-based representations. Experimental results, in question/answer matching and question pairs identification tasks, show that the proposed model outperforms the MV-LSTM baseline and several state-of-the-art models.
INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks have been used in a large scope of natural language processing (NLP) and information retrieval (IR) models, including several models for text representation and matching. In most state-of-the-art studies [7, 14, 17, 23] , the input text is first mapped to a set of word vectors, then different mechanisms are used to capture the most important representation features. Words of the input texts are considered according to their semantic similarities. Position-based models [9, 22] rely on the word position to compute representations of the input text. The positional information of the word, such as proximity, word dependencies and the sequence structure, are important in learning text representations and can have an important impact in the matching process. Attention-based representation models [16, 24, 27] , learn coefficient vectors for the weighting process. These coefficients enable to designate the words from the input text that deserve more attention, regardless of their position. But, it would be interesting for a representation learning model to have information about the most important words, as well as their positions in the input text. In this paper, we propose a model architecture that combines attentionbased and position-based representation learning. Our model, namely aMV-LSTM, is an extension of the positional sentence representation model (MV-LSTM) [22] . We adopted different architectures of the aMV-LSTM model, to compute the importance weight of every term in the input text, using learnable attention coefficients, then construct a position-based sentence representations. In this work, our contributions are as follow:
(1) We combine the position-based and the attention-based representation learning algorithms. To do so, we propose a model architecture that extends an existing position-based model, with an attention-based layer. Our aim is to focus more on the most important and informative words of the input text making more effective the succeeding text matching layers. 
RELATED WORK
Among the different neural models proposed for text matching, we are interested in position-based and attention-based deep models.
In this section, we first, present some deep models for text matching. Then, we present the attention-based and the position-based concepts, in text representation learning and matching, with some corresponding models from the state-of-the-art.
Deep models for text matching
Representation and text matching are central for many real world applications, such as document retrieval [7] , question answering [17] and paraphrase identification [14] . Several approaches based on neural networks have been proposed, to go beyond the classical similarity of bag-of-words [12, 20] . Huang et al [7] , propose the Deep Structured Semantic Model (DSSM). This model uses a DNN architecture in order to map a high-dimensional sparse features vector, of a given input text, into a low-dimensional dense vector. The architecture of DSSM is made of a multiple layers percetron (MLP) with three processing layers: a word hashing layer that constructs a high dimensional sparse vector followed by two projection layers that produce a low-dimensional semantic representation vector. A convolution based version of DSSM, namely C-DSSM, is proposed by Shen et al [18] . C-DSSM extends the DSSM model with a convolutional layer, such that a 3-max-pooling is applied to the computed hash vector in order to extract stronger representation features. The experimental results show that the C-DSSM outperforms the DSSM model. In [5] , the authors proposed two convolutional models for sentence matching: ARC-I and ARC-II. The first constructs a sentence representation using a sequence of convolution and pooling layers, where the output features vector is the corresponding sentence representation. An MLP layer is then used to compute the matching degree of the input sentences. ARC-II applies a series of convolution and pooling layers to the input matching matrix. In both ARC-I and ARC-II, the input sentences are mapped to their embedded word vectors. In [14] , Pang et al proposed a text matching model that matches two input sequences as in image recognition, namely MatchPyramid. This model, first, considers the embedded vectors of the input text sequences, using embeddings trained in the target corpus, then computes the matching tensor using cosine and dot-product similarity functions. The computed matching tensor is then fed to a sequence of convolution and pooling layers in order to extract high level interaction signals between the two input texts. Reported results, in paraphrase identification and paper citation matching tasks, show that the model outperforms several classical and state-of-the-art models.
1 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=52419 2 http://qim.ec.quoracdn.net/quora_duplicate_questions.tsv
Attention-based text matching models
The "attention" concept, resulting from machine translation [1] , has brought a significant gain in several NLP applications, including sentiment classification [16, 26] and paraphrase identification [27] . Attention-based models, identify the kernel information to be considered in a given sequence and allow focusing on some discriminated elements. The main idea is as follows: Given an element sequence S, the attention-based model should learn a coefficient vector α that determines how much attention should be given for each element of S. The elements in S will be then weighted accordingly. Hence, the attention vector α is used in order to elaborate an optimal weighting process according to the task to be performed.
Severyn et al [17] proposed a simple attention model to explore contextual information of input sentences, in order to handle the QA task. The proposed model is based on convolution layers, applied to the word level, combined with additional tf-idf features, such as word overlap features and BM25 scores, to compute the final matching score. Yang et al [26] propose a hierarchical attention network for document classification. The model combines a word and a sentence attention levels in a recurrent model architecture. The input text is first represented using word embeddings, then a first bidirectional GRU 3 (bi-GRU) layer is applied to compute a representation vector for the input text. This vector is then passed through an MLP layer in order to construct an intermediate representation vector that will be used to learn attention coefficients of the different words. A second bi-GRU layer is used to compute the sentence level representation and learn the corresponding attention coefficients. The same process as in the word level is repeated in the sentence level. The final score is then computed based on these representations. Yang et al [24] propose an attention-based neural model (aNMM) for question-answer matching. aNMM uses a DNN architecture with a value shared weighting scheme and question words gating. In aNMM, some elements of the fully connected layers share the same connection weights, according to the interval of these elements values which represent the matching signal strength. The input question and answer are represented by their embedded word vectors. Then an interaction matrix is computed using the cosine similarity. Then a bin-sum technique is used, where elements of the same raw having interaction signal of the same interval will be added. Hence, these elements share the same connection weights. In addition to the value shared weights, the aNMM model uses question gates, where input question word vectors are used to compute attention scores for the shared weights. The question gates determine the attention vector that enable the model to focus on the strongest interaction signals from the value shared weights.
Position-based models
The word position is already considered in convolutional and recurrent models for text matching. In convolutional models [5, 18] , the convolution layers process slighted windows or n-grams of the input text in order to extract contextual features. In recurrent models [11, 13, 21] , the words ordering of a given input sentence is preserved. In these models, the hidden activation vector, corresponding to the last input word, is considered as the embedding vector of the whole sentence. However, these models do not consider the position of individual words in a given sequence. Position-based models [9, 22] consider the position of an individual word, in a given text, as an important factor to determine its importance weight. Hui et al [9] proposed a representation learning model, based on word positions, for a relevance-based text matching. The model computes first the semantic similarity matrix using the embedded word vectors of the input document and query terms. The similarity matrix is then distilled, by selecting the k most significant matching signals along the document words dimension. The objective is to localize the relevance matching over all the matrix entries. This matrix is then fed to the DRMM 4 [3] as input, to compute the final matching score. MV-LSTM [22] is a semantic matching model based on different positions for sentence representation. The model uses bi-LSTM networks to construct a position-aware representations for the input sentences. Each input sentence acquires a different representation at each position provided by the bi-LSTM units, as follows: Let
h t be a bidirectional representation vector, at position t of the input sentence S = (w 0 , w 1 , ..., w l ). S contains l + 1 words, where w t is the embedded vector of the word w at position t. In a bi-LSTM unit, a similar process is repeated on both forward and backward directions, to compute − → h t and ← − h t vectors respectively. The resulted vectors are concatenated to construct a unique representation h t at a given position t. This process is highlighted in figure 1 in a given position t. The pipeline equations 1 describe how one hidden state h t is computed by an LSTM unit at one direction:
where i, f , m and o are respectively: the input and the forget information, the information to memorize by the cell through the current pass and the output information. W x corresponds to the weighting matrices of the different gates f , m and o of the LSTM network. In MV-LSTM [22] , the positional sentence representation y t is computed, based on the embedded word vectors of that sentence, by the equation 2.
where S t = w 0 , w 1 , ..., w t is the sub-sequence of the first t + 1 words from S. ε stands for the computational pipeline, described in equation 1, applied on forward and backward directions. Given two input sentences S 1 and S 2 , MV-LSTM computes interaction matrices based on the bidirectional representations of the two sentences. These matrices are then passed through a pooling layer, where k strongest interactions are selected and fed to the final layer. Named k-Max pooling, this process is used in several neural text matching models [10, 15, 17, 19] . The objective is to remove the noisy features from the interaction tensor. The final score s is computed using the features vector z resulted from the pooling layer as described in equation 3.
where U and b stands for the MLP training parameters and δ is the output activation function.
Discussion
In this paper, we consider short text matching models for QA tasks.
Most of the the reviewed models in the previous section treat the input text sequences as a whole: words are represented by their embedded vectors, then an interaction matrix is computed, using functions such as the cosine similarity [5, 14] . Attention-based models [24, 26] have shown the effectiveness of the learnable attention coefficients in the weighting process, for the input text representation learning and during the matching process. The attention-based models associate an attention score to each word in the input text, these scores represent the importance of each word among the others, independently from their positions in the input text. While in the position based models [11, 22] , the importance of a given word is mainly determined by its positional features. Position-based models motivate the importance of the positional information, such as the words ordering and individual positions of words in a given input sequence. But, words are not weighted according to the other words of an input sentence. These models basically rely on the word position in the input text, ignoring the mutual differences between its words that can determine the kernel words of that text. Note that, attention-based and position-based models complement each other and can be used together to exploit their advantages. However, none of previously overviewed models have provided the way to compute the representation of the input text, based on the attention scores and positions of its words.
ATTENTION-BASED POSITIONAL TEXT MATCHING 3.1 Motivation
Position based neural models [22] focuses at the word position as an asset to construct complex representations for input sequences. Different features are learned from different positions independently of the words themselves in the sentence. The position of a word considerably influences its importance in the sentence as well as its significant contribution to the meaning of that sentence. However, there are some other parameters that can measure the contribution of a given word in the sentence, such as the relatedness of this word with the other words of that sentence. We believe that, in a given sentence, there are always a few words that convey the main information. Therefore, these words are the key words of that sentence regardless of their position. So the matching model should focus more on these words and give them more attention. To highlight more this concept, let us look at the following example taken from the WikiQA dataset: Q: "how are glacier caves formed?" A1: "Ice formations in the Titlis glacier cave" A2: "A glacier cave is a cave formed within the ice of a glacier" A3: "Glacier caves are often called ice caves, but this term is properly used to describe bedrock caves that contain formed year-round ice" How can a position-based model identify the suitable answer from A1, A2 and A3 for the question Q? By focusing on the position of the question words on the different answers, we can eliminate the A1 since the position of the word stem "form" with respect to the position of the word "glacier" does not correspond to the appropriate position ordering in the question Q. But, the position alone could not help to find out the most appropriate answer from the other two answers, A2 and A3, where positions of the question words corresponds to the positions in these answers. In this case, the model must focus on some words differently than the other words. In the question and in the given answers: the word "form" needs more focus then the words "glacier" and "cave" in the question Q and both the answers A2 and A3, because we are asking about the formatting process. In order to determine how many attention the model should give to each word of the sentence, we propose to use an attention layer, before computing a position-based representation for a given sentence. The attention layer will learn an attention coefficient to each word, based on its semantic representation (embedded vector), in order to provide the positional representation layer with the relevant information about the importance of the word at the position to be processed.
Attention gating
We consider the MV-LSTM [22] model for short text matching and propose a new model architecture that extends this model, to take into account the attention-based coefficients in the weighting process. Namely aMV-LSTM, the architecture of the model that we propose is described in figure 2 . This figure show the attention layer that is used to extend the architecture of the MV-LSTM [22] model. Given two input sentences to be compared:
of l 1 words and S 2 = (w 0 2 , w 1 2 , ..., w l 1 2 ) of l 2 words. In both S 1 and S 2 , w t i is the embedded vector of the word w at position t of the sentence S i . We compute attention weight vectors α i for all words of each sentence, using a gating function [24] , as represented in equation 4.
Where V i is a model parameter that represents the attention coefficients vector for the input sentence S i , i ∈ {1, 2}. u T represents the transposed vector of u.
The α i weights, are computed with dependence on the words in the sentence from each other. Hence, it will provide the positional model with an information about words requiring more attention while constructing the representation of the whole sentence. The input sentence representations are then computed using their embedded word vectors, scaled with the attention coefficients:
The attention-based representations S ′ 1 and S ′ 2 are then provided to a bi-LSTM layer, to compute a positional sentence representation, as described in equation 2. The final matching score, is then computed by equation 3 as in the original MV-LSTM model [22] .
Model training
The aMV-LSTM model could be trained with, two different loss functions, according to the learning objective:
Rank hinge loss. is an objective function for a ranking tasks, this function is used in several text matching models [3, 4] . Given a sequence S and two other different sequences S + and S − , such that S + is most similar to S and must be ranked better then S − . The loss function L is defined in equation 5.
where θ represents the model parameters and s(S, S * ) is the matching score predicted by the model for the input sentences S and S * .
Categorical cross entropy. is an objective function for a classification tasks [28] . Given two sequences S 1 and S 2 , the objective is to compute the probability that event x = S 1 ≈ S 2 (S 1 is similar to S 2 ) may occur. The loss function H is defined in equation 6.
where q(x) is the observed probability computed by the model and p(x) is the truth value.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experimental protocol
Tool. The model implementation and the experimental process are made using the MatchZoo framework [2] . MatchZoo is a framework for implementing, experimenting and comparing neural based text matching models. This framework is developed with Python using different deep learning libraries such as keras 5 , in addition to other libraries.
Datasets. In our experiments, we used two datasets: Microsoft Research WikiQA Corpus [25] , which is a set of question and sentence pairs. The questions have been collected from Bing query logs. Each question is linked to a Wikipedia page that potentially has the answer. The candidate answers are the sentences of the summary section of a corresponding Wikipedia page that provides the most important information about the topic. The second corpus consists of question pairs which are either duplicate 6 or not. A data sample of the QuoraQP dataset is presented in table 1. Statistics about both WikiQA and QuoraQP datasets are presented in table 2. In both datasets, we used 80% for training, 10% for test and 10% for validation of the proposed model. All the evaluated models use the same experimental setup.
Parameters and embeddings.
For all the models that use word embeddings, words are presented using the pre-trained Glove 7 word embedding. All the embedded vectors have been normalized. All the different models have been trained to optimize the ranking hinge loss function, defined in equation 5, for 400 epochs on the WikiQA dataset and for 500 epochs to optimize the categorical cross entropy, described in equation 6, on the QuoraQP dataset. For every model, we reported the results performance at the end of the training epochs. Concerning parameters of the baselines, we have adopted the configuration of the best result published in the corresponding paper. The same configuration of the neural network, with 50 bi-LSTM units and k = 100 in the k-Max pooling 8 layer, are used for MV-LSTM and aMV-LSTM.
Semantic interaction and features aggregation. We used the cosine similarity function, of the bidirectional representations computed for each input sentence, to compute the interaction matrices that 7 http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.840B.300d.zip 8 The pooling layer is applied over both the forward and backward interaction matrices, corresponding to the bi-directional position-based representations of the input sentences.
are used in both MV-LSTM [22] and the proposed aMV-LSTM architectures. Let y 1 t and y 2 t ′ be representations computed with equation 2 for a given input sentences S 1 and S 2 (corresponding to S ′ 1 and S ′ 2 in aMV-LSTM), at positions t and t ′ respectively. We semantic similarity sim between these sentences is computed using the cosine function
where ∥y∥ stands for the L2 norm of then vector y.
Experimented models
aMV-LSTM configurations. We evaluated three architectures of the aMV-LSTM model, we refer to each as follows:
• aMV-LSTM (Q) refers to the architecture where the attention coefficients are learned for only the first element in the input layer (question on the question-answer matching task and first question only on the question-question matching task).
• aMV-LSTM (A) refers to the architecture where attention coefficients are learned for only the second element in the input layer (answer on the question-answer matching task and second question only on the question-question matching task).
• aMV-LSTM (Q+A) refers to the architecture described in figure 2 , where the attention coefficients are learned for both the elements of input layer, at once.
Baselines. We considered the following state-of-the-art models:
• DSSM refers to the deep structured semantic IR model [8] .
• CDSSM refers to extended version of DSSM model with a convolutional layer [19] .
• ARC-I and ARC-II are two model architectures for text matching proposed by Hu et al [6] .
• MV-LSTM is a position-based model [22] a model for positionaware representations of the input sentences.
• ANMM is an attention-based model with value shared weighting scheme [24] .
• MATCHPYRAMID is a convolution based model for text matching [14] .
Results and discussion
In this section, we compare results of the different aMV-LSTM model architectures, with those of the MV-LSTM baseline model. We considered two different tasks: question answering with WikiQA dataset and the classification task with QuoraQP dataset. Table  3 shows performance results of the different evaluated models, in terms of ndcд@3, ndcд@5 and MAP, in the WikiQA dataset. In this table, the aMV-LSTM (Q) performs better than the basic MV-LSTM model with more than 7%, in terms of MAP. The aMV-LSTM (A) and aMV-LSTM (Q+A) are less effective than the MV-LSTM baseline. Focusing on the words of the question, in aMV-LSTM (Q), is better than focusing on the words of the answer, in aMV-LSTM (A), or the words of both the question and the answer, in aMV-LSTM (Q+D). Besides, WikiQA is a collection of asymmetric data, the answer provides the information sought by the question. Therefore, it is more important to focus in the question in order to find the most appropriate answer. Table 4 present Figure 4 show the comparison of the accuracy evolution during the training and validation phase of the different architectures of the proposed model aMV-LSTM and the MV-LSTM baseline, in the QuoraQP dataset. The red line on the curves corresponding to aMV-LSTM (A), aMV-LSTM (Q) and aMV-LSTM (Q+A), show the accuracy value of the MV-LSTM model after training. We can notice that all aMV-LSTM architectures evolve in the same way and converge to higher accuracy values compared to the MV-LSTM performance. aMV-LSTM (Q) outperforms the MV-LSTM baseline with 3.8% in terms of accuracy. The attention-based weights has the same effect in the different aMV-LSTM architectures, in the QuoraQP dataset, because it is a symmetric dataset of inputs with the same nature, where the task consists of identifying whether an input question is a duplicate of another question or not. So, the comparison process considers inputs with approximately a same length and the same structure.
Comparison with state-of-the-art models
In table 3 and figure 3 we represent the performance results of our model architectures, compared to the MV-LSTM baseline and some other models from the state-of-the-art. Note that the proposed model outperforms the MV-LSTM baseline and state-of-the-art models. In table 3, the aMV-LSTM (Q) model outperforms all the evaluated models. Figure 3 shows results of the question-pairs identification (in QuoraQP dataset). In this figure, the dashed line corresponds to the maximum accuracy value given by the MatchPyramid model [14] . The continue red line corresponds to the accuracy of the MV-LSTM model. All the proposed aMV-LSTM model architectures perform better then the position-based MV-LSTM baseline. Results are also better then the attention-based aNMM model [24] , where attention gates are applied to the final model layer, independently of the words position. However, better performances corresponds to the MATCHPYRAMID and ARC-II [6] models. These models are based on the interaction matrices of embedded word vectors of the input texts. According to the different results, in both WikiQA and QuoraQP datasets, we can conclude that the combination of attention coefficients learning with the position-based representation learning, helps to improve state-of-the-art results. When the word position only is used (MV-LSTM) or the word attention only is used (aNMM), The results are less performent then the proposed aMV-LSTM model, in both WikiQA and QuoraQP datasets. However, the convolution based models, ARC-II and MATCHPYRAMID, outperform all the different models in QuoraQP dataset.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented aMV-LSTM, a positional attention-based model for text matching. Allowing parameterizable architectures, aMV-LSTM uses an attention layer to weight input sequence words then learns a position-based representation. Three architectures were explored in our experiments: aMV-LSTM (A), aMV-LSTM (Q) and aMV-LSTM (Q+A) that corresponds, respectively, to the application of the attention layer to the answer input only, to the question input only or to both the question and answer inputs. Experimental results show that aMV-LSTM (Q) outperforms existing text-matching models, including a strong baseline MV-LSTM, with more than 3.8% and 7% in terms of accuracy and MAP, respectively. We conclude that attention-based coefficients of the input words, enable the model to focus on the most important content and improve the results. Our work opens an interesting direction for future research. Different neural matching models could be used within the proposed architecture. The future work will focus on the study of the proposed architecture with different state-of-the-art neural models, in order to study the impact of the asymmetric architecture in different datasets. Crocodiles have more webbing on the toes of the hind feet and can better tolerate saltwater due to specialized salt glands for filtering out salt, which are present but non-functioning in alligators.
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